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Management summary

The landscape of this report

PSD2 is the necessary revision of the initial PSD, and will bring major changes. API
development is what drives the innovations that will come. APIs are not yet fully functional
for many European banks, but we see a possible path towards standardization and eventually
high quality implementations.

PSD2 is an absolute trigger for banks to implement Open Banking as a strategy. Banks
strategically hand over parts of their product portfolios to third parties (e.g. TPPs & PSPs)
while also enlarging their own offerings. Banks are adopting three Open Banking archetypes:
distributor, aggregator and orchestrator. Each role has a specific effect on the banks’ product
portfolio, but all improving their relevance in the financial market.

Open Banking solutions for corporates are rather promising, particularly when considering
the possibilities for international cash management. International cash management
propositions will gradually be taken over by TPPs as follows:
• In the short term: international cash management solutions will be implemented in ERPs

and TMSs.
• In the medium and long term: multibank platforms will become dominant players,

benefitting from the momentum generated by their focus on PSD2 API connectivity.

International cash management solutions via TPPs will allow corporates to
effortlessly integrate their subsidiaries, gain visibility over cash flows and reduce fraud. As this
allows global businesses to internationalize even to a greater extent, it is expected that this
will boost the development of a global digital banking sector.

Although we advocate an Open Banking strategy, there are still banks who maintain
a defence strategy focused on internal development: the internal growth strategy. This
strategy can succeed under Goldilocks circumstances, but it remains a high risk strategy.
Therefore a multi-asset strategy, a combination between internal and external product
development, seems the safest option.
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Introduction

Towards an Open Banking landscape

2019 has been and will remain a game-changing year for banking as we know it. PSD2 (the
revised Payment Service Directive) has been implemented throughout European national law
and regulations and will become operational across the EU and EEA later this year. PSD2
makes the banking market available to other parties than just your bank. The banks’
monopoly on their customers’ transactions and transaction data will be replaced by an open
market in which third party payment providers (TPPs), mostly FinTechs, will compete with
banks by offering traditional banking but also new services to consumers. Thus, we see a new
dawn for the European and Dutch banking sectors. One with FinTechs lurking on the horizon.

We know that FinTechs are able to disrupt the banking sector. But what are the possibilities
for traditional banks? In this report we will give an insight in the traditional bank’s reaction to
PSD2 and their possibilities in this new, highly competitive market.

This report is comprised of four parts. The first part of this report will consist of an
introduction to PSD2, the main implications of PSD2 and an overview of the new entrants.
The second part focusses on the current banking strategies of (Dutch) traditional banks in
reaction to PSD2. This will be the basis for part three, the introduction of the three types of
banking strategies: minimum compliance; defence mode on; and Open Banking. This last
banking strategy, Open Banking, will be the future of the banking landscape. This is why, in
part four, we will further explore Open Banking archetypes based on several cases of the
(Dutch) banking sector. This report concludes with an overview of the trends that follow from
our case studies.
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AN OVERVIEW OF 
THE PSD2 
LANDSCAPE



From PSD to PSD2: Digitalisation in need of regulation

When the payment service directive (PSD) was adopted in 2007, its primary aim was the
uniformity of the payment market within the European Union by establishing a single legal
framework for payment transactions within the EU. As a result, the payment market became
more efficient, easy and secure. PSD stood at the basis of the Single Euro Payments Area
(SEPA). SEPA created an EU-wide collaboration for free and simplified payments throughout
the SEPA countries.

Another result of PSD was the rise of new, non-banking, payment service providers (PSP) to
the payment market. With a license of a national Central Bank in Europe these new entrants
were able to bring (new) payment services to the market.

Since 2007, the payment landscape has changed radically. Digitalisation has steadily
progressed over the past years and PSPs and new payment services rapidly appeared in the
landscape. It became clear that this changing landscape was not anticipated when forming
PSD. Therefore, the EU established that an update of PSD was needed. The European
Commission (EC) proposed an initial revision of the PSD (PSD2) in 2013. As visualised in the
timeline to the right, PSD2 was formulated and implemented in the years to follow.

Nowadays we know PSD2 as “New possibilities. You decide”, as the Dutch National Bank
broadly campaigned the introduction of PSD2 on television and social media in the beginning
of 2019. PSD2 stimulates competition in the payments market and intensifies compliance
regulations, while still giving banks and other PSPs the opportunity to develop (new)
customer solutions.

In the PSD2 landscape costumers still store savings at a bank or other Account Servicing
Payment Service Providers (ASPSPs). Banks are obligated to provide Third-party payment
providers (TPPs) access to their client’s accounts, at the client’s request. So when this client
gives his consent, his bank provides his account or payment information to the TPP of the
client’s choice. This means that TPPs will be able to provide payment and account
information services previously reserved for traditional banks.

But it doesn’t stop here. By giving access to account information, new propositions may
emerge. Banks and TTPs are developing new propositions which they can build on the
existing data and infrastructure of banks. This way PSD2 will fundamentally change the future
payment landscape. So what are the main changes that PSD2 will bring to the banking
landscape? Let’s take a further look into these changes and a further look at the new entrants
in the following chapters.

The development of the PSD2 landscape: a timeline

June 2013
Initial proposal by the EC to 
replace PSD.

2014
Research on new payment 
and account information 
methods and preparation of 
PSD2 by the EC.

October 2015
PSD2 is adopted by 
European
Parliament.

December 2015
PSD2 is published. The 
European Banking Authority 
starts consultation about 
security and strong 
authorisation.

November 2017
Regulatory Technical 
Standards are adopted by 
the EC.

September 2019
Deadline Regulatory 
Technical Standards.

January 2019
Deadline for national
governments to publish 
PSD2 into national 
legislation.February 2019

PSD2 was implemented in 
Dutch legislation.
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PSD2: new regulations, connections and authentication 
methods 

Regulating new players

As discussed before, PSD provides the payments landscape with both restrictions and new
possibilities. In the new directive new entrants can only operate when registered and licenced
by a central bank. This provides more security for their customers. To open up opportunities,
PSD2 removes barriers for entering the payment market. This creates a more level playing
field between new and traditional players and should result in lower costs and innovative
(payment) solutions for customers.

Implementing API connections

To achieve a level playing field, when given consent by their customer, TPPs are given access
to the payment accounts of their customers. The ASPSP holding the account should provide
access to its data and platform. This is normally done by an Application Programming
Interface (API). This technical interface sends messages from one connection to the other.
Through the API connection the TPP can send a request to an ASPSP's system and will receive
an answer back.

Secure internet payments through SCA

Where the new services are provided through electronic connections, there is a need to
protect the shared data. Strong Customer Authentication (SCA) provides this security by
using a minimum of two of the following authentication methods:

• Knowledge: something only the customer knows (a code, a password);

• Possession: something only the customer possesses (a key);

• Inherence: something only the customer is (a fingerprint, face recognition).

New players and new services

With all the new regulations restricting and creating opportunities, new players are given a
framework in which they can construct their services. These new players exist alongside
traditional banks, ASPSP, which till this moment still are the main players in the banking
landscape. The main new services are provided by two types of providers: Payment Initiation
Service Providers (PISP) and Account Information Service Providers (AISP). We discuss these
types in the next paragraphs.
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PISP: direct payment infrastructure

A PISP is a service provider that initiates payments on behalf of an account holder directly at a
bank or other ASPSP. The payment is initiated by the account holder through the PISP's API
connection as shown below. The payment itself is handled directly by the account holder's
bank or other ASPSP. This way PISPs can replace all the middlemen. Through the PISP the
merchant and the issuer bank communicate directly. This reduces the involvement of the
acquirer bank and the card network. Banks are obligated to make this functionality available
to PISPs. An example of a thriving PISP is Adyen, a payment platform providing payment
methods which authenticate the payments directly between consumers and their banks.

In the future PSD landscape consumers can easily pay merchants and peers by a payment
request in their own online banking environment.

AISP: providing an overview off account information

AISPs are the service providers who provide services concerning consolidated information of
one or more payment accounts stored at an ASPSP or other PSPs. Where nowadays you have
different bank accounts, account statements, online banking environments and banking apps
of all the banks you are a customer of, AISP can add an additional service by combining all
accounts in one overview. AISP services can also be used for other insight related services,
such as analysing spending behaviour. As, for example, the Grip budgeting application of ABN
AMRO shows, traditional banks or ASPSPs can take this AISP role too, by offering account
information services in their own banking environment.

AISPs can provide customers with a better overview of their finances. Other than the benefits
for customers, it will stimulate the integration of business-applications, such as accounting
software and banking information.
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Possibilities ready to use: APIs open for business

After having seen what the new PSD2 landscape looks like, we will focus further on the
application of PSD2 by ASPSPs, TPPs and PSPs. Let’s start by introducing the current TPP
propositions.

Current trends in TPP activities show that several big FinTechs are already actively using APIs
provided by banks as well as creating their own APIs for other small FinTechs to use. For
example companies like Adyen, Mollie and Buckaroo are already fully regulated PSD1
compliant payment providers that provide guidance and services for third parties through the
changes that PSD2 brings. They offer advice to TPPs regarding their propositions on how they
should be regulating their SCA, the ability for any new client to create their own digital
environment and their ability to keep control over the funds that are paid by the merchants.

In their turn, banks also try to create new business propositions by providing
additional services on top of, in combination with the standard mandatory APIs. All ASPSP’s
must provide a so-called sandbox which lets any new AISP/ PISP test how they will be
interacting with their bank accounts through the use of APIs without having to go live first.
This sandbox update is a new approach of how banks can authenticate PSPs, financial
business administration solutions, checkout systems, budgeting tools, invoicing software and
any other AISP/ PISP. So far, they all have implemented the mandatory APIs stated by DNB,
being the Account Information Service (AIS), the Confirmation of Funds Service (CFS) and the
Payment Initiation Service (PIS).

Interested TPPs need to acquire a Qualified Certificate for Website Authentication (QWAC)
from an official certificate authority AND approval from the connected financial authorities in
order to get access to the new production APIs.
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Banks: A long way to standardization

As stated, All mayor Dutch banks have so far implemented the mandatory APIs stated by the
DNB. However, an assessment of the differences in the APIs offered by the Dutch banks, as
shown in the table on the right, shows that there is still a long way to go in terms
of alignment and standardization.

Let’s zoom in on a few examples stated in the table. Volksbank focusses on offering TPPs the
possibility to initiate recurring payments by getting a one-time consent from the account
holder. Rabobank, ING and ABN AMRO in turn offer international credit transfers
to countries outside SEPA in currencies other than EURO. ING additionally makes it
possible to initiate transfers within Europe with non-Euro currencies.

All banks (except Volksbank) offer a means to request the payment status (after
initiation), ING even allows a TPP to receive a copy of the instruction details on top of the
actual details of the payment made.

Despite these differences it shows that each of the banks have thought deeply on
their implementation. Rabobank has chosen to align very closely to the Berlin Group
standards, thus trying to make it as easy as possible for all interested parties to connect in a
more widely implemented manner. On the other hand ABN AMRO has chosen a different
path by creating it’s own, minimal implementation API environment. This approach of
minimal implementation offers benefits in terms of performance and single connectivity.
Next versions of the implementations may very well see a convergence where hopefully the
benefits of these two approaches are combined.

We see many different approaches to the implementation of PSD2 and developing
propositions regarding PSD2. These different approaches result from different banking
strategies chosen by banks. Let’s take a further look at the strategies behind these
propositions.

Scope
Current Accounts 

in NL
Current Accounts 

in NL
Current Accounts 

in NL
Current Accounts 

in NL

Accounts BE, GE, UK 16 countries NL NL

PIS API Yes Yes Yes Yes

AIS API Yes Yes Yes Yes

Other APIs Yes (e.g. Tikkie)
Yes (e.g. Virtual 

Ledger)
Yes (e.g. Payment 

Request)
No

AIS Services

Account Details Yes Yes Yes Yes

Account Balance Yes Yes Yes Yes

Transaction Details 18 months 10 years Full history Full history

Multi-currency 
Balance

Yes Yes N/A N/A

PIS Services

Single SEPA CT Yes Yes Yes Yes

Future Dated SEPA 
CT

Yes Yes Yes Yes

International Yes Yes Yes No

Recurring / Standing 
Order

No Yes Yes Yes

(Base source: Visma)
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A NEW DAWN: 
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PSD2 strategizing: the exploration of three archetypes

Up until this point we have discussed the change due to PSD2 in the financial sector. But how
are banks going to adapt their strategy to stay relevant in this market. Are banks going to
compete, or cooperate with TPPs? In this chapter we discuss the strategic options and the
execution of these strategies with the use of three archetypes.

PSD2 accelerates the change in the financial market, as banks adapt to the reality of the new
regulation and witness how customers are responding to the changes. Some new incumbents
are not only focusing on novel propositions, they also engage in existing product
propositions. And so are competing directly with banks.

Banks need to innovate with their current product portfolio to stay relevant. There are three
ways in which a bank can respond to these challenges: minimal compliance, defence or Open
Banking

Minimal compliance means no action to retain customers, but banks do take the minimal
action to comply with PSD2 and prevent customers from leaving. Actions taken are purely to
be compliant, without any commercial action taken to commercialize these activities.

Defence mode contains all retention efforts, e.g. focusing on key customers or promote
technological advancement. This option is primarily focussed on internal development.

Open Banking enables a cooperative approach towards TPPs. In the next chapters we take a
further look into Open Banking and the three Open Banking archetypes.

Minimum compliance Defence mode on Open Banking

Do the bare minimum, but
stay compliant to PSD2

Take action to minimise the
loss of customers, by
developing new products
internally

Cooperating with third parties
to create a synergy that
produces a competitive
advantage
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PSD2 strategizing: Open Banking as a strategy to stay 
relevant
From the three strategies, Open Banking is the most discussed topic. Mostly because Open
Banking enables all parties to maximize their benefits from PSD2. As it is the strategic
embodiment of the PSD2 goals, PSD2 enables TPP’s to compete or cooperate with banks. In
this chapter we discuss Open Banking and the three roles within Open Banking. Open banking
entails a strategy at which banks focus on cooperation with third parties (e.g. TPPs and PSPs)
to improve their product portfolios. All to improve their customers experience.

A number of large banks are using an Open Banking strategy to secure their market share in
the future. As Open Banking improves the manoeuvrability and flexibility of the banking
organization in such a way that they can serve the changing needs of customers. This is
largely done by cooperating with third parties to deliver the best possible product for the
customer.

Banks have begun to explore new models to ensure they will stay relevant to customers in
the years to come. Banks need to innovate and engage with the new opportunities. But there
are different options when it comes to engaging with PSPs and TPPs.

Two well known examples of European banks who are embracing Open Banking are Crédit
Agricole and Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria (BBVA). Crédit Agricole is using an Open
Banking platform to develop new systems with third parties since 2011. BBVA has positioned
itself as one of the most innovative banks. Their API platform is the most matured compared
to other banks in Europe. Which makes Crédit Agricole and BBVA examples for other
European banks. Of whom 77 percent are investing in Open Banking initiatives.

Banks can position themselves in three archetypes regarding Open Banking: aggregator,
distributor or orchestrator. The aggregator role entails collecting several services to enhance
the banks own product and their customers experience. The opposite is the case when the
bank has the distributor role. Then the TPP owns the platform, and uses the banks
capabilities to provide its service. The last archetype, orchestrator, entails that the bank is
providing a marketplace. One of the more challenging roles from the three archetypes. On
which the bank itself and other service providers can offer their products, this puts the bank
at the centre of multiple customer journeys.

In the next chapters of our report we focus on the product development strategies of banks
and third parties related to the Open Banking model. We link multiple cases to the Open
Banking archetypes.

Issuer bank

Issuer bank

Other banks

TPPs

Open Banking platform

Account holder

Account holder

Account holder
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Open Banking archetype: Aggregator

Case study 1: PSD2 can improve (International) Cash Management dramatically

Cash management is a product portfolio for which banks can adopt the Open Banking
archetype of aggregator as a successful strategy. This can be done by tailoring to the changing
cash management needs of corporates in the digital age, by cooperating with TPPs who are
on the cutting edge of development.

Companies that hold accounts with different banks face many inefficiencies in conducting
their cash management. This includes among other things the use of multiple portals to
conduct cash management activities, as multiple treasury and bank connections need to be
maintained. Globalization increases the complexity as companies are forced to open local
accounts due to local culture or legislation. The more accounts at different banks a company
has, the more complex and time consuming cash management gets. As the will to globalise
increases, so does the need for a suitable cash management solution.

Cash management is an example of a product which can be dramatically improved with PSD2.
Banks are obligated to open at least three APIs: AIS, PIS and PIIS. AIS enables a TPP to provide
the customer with account information. Additionally PIS enables TPPs to initiate a payment
on behalf of the customer. For cash management this means that a TPP can use the
account information from the AIS API, and can act on this information (e.g. account balance)
by using the PIS API to initiate a transfer. In this process, the platform owner acts as an
aggregator. This is done by aggregating the information from multiple ASPSPs and bundling it
to provide its service.

Examples of multibank solutions that actively are using or are in the process of using PSD2
API connections are TMSs and ERPs such as Bellin, TIS, Pellican, Omikron, Power2Pay. Cobase
is a multibank platform operated by ING.

PSD2 opens a broad variety of possibilities for treasurers, to increase efficiency and at the
same time reduce costs. This makes cash management a good example in showing the trends
and effect of PSD2 in the current payment landscape. Cash Management is the first step,
other applications beneficial for treasurers are discussed in the next paragraphs.

The past The future
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Open Banking archetype: Orchestrator

Case study 2: PSD2 means time for action for International Payments portfolios

There are plenty of opportunities for banks to adopt the Open Banking archetype of
orchestrator in international payments. This can be done by partnering with specialised PSPs
and/or incumbent digital banks. Because PSD2 brings major changes for international
payments, this may be the first cause to operate strategically as an orchestrator.

One of the main changes that PSD2 brings is the broader geographical reach applying to
international payments. PSD2 applies to all transactions within the EU, as well as so-called
‘one leg out’ (OLO) payments. OLO payments refer to transactions where at least one party is
in the European Economic Area (EEA), and one party is outside. Furthermore, PSD2 will apply
to foreign currencies (excluding cryptocurrencies). One of the aims of the regulation is
to provide better information and improved protection of the European side of the
transaction.

This brings forth the question whether banks are going to hand over their international
payment and foreign currency product portfolio’s to PSPs. Let’s examine the strategic choices
of banks that may lie behind such a handover.

As a result of PSD the incumbent PSPs would have focused the scope of their implementation
projects on certain accounts, excluding international accounts such as USD accounts.
Under PSD2 this scoping of products and services needs to be revisited to be able to include
OLO payments and foreign currencies.

Concretely, under PSD2 the Value Dating and the Availability of Funds Principles are applied to
OLO payments in all the currencies explicit for the leg of the transaction that is processed by
a PSP that is located in the EEA. In order to facilitate this practice regulators have chosen
measures to establish more transparency such as certain costs indicators. However
compliance to these standards to ensure a full principal payment passes, and to be able to
accurately state the all-in charges, seems hard to guarantee. This is because correspondents
may still deduct charges in some cases. Banks therefore run a risk if they quote an all-in price
and then their correspondent charges turn out to be higher than anticipated.

This shows there are quite some compliancy costs involved in dealing with OLO payments.
Examining the part of a transaction that is “carried out in the Union” is a complicated task.
Given the highly international e-commerce world, this is a rather involved assessment. You

European Economic Area Rest of the World

The Netherlands Germany The United States

Two-Leg 
Principle

FX transactions

One-Leg 
Principle

EEA – Currency EEA – Currency

EEA – Currency

EEA – Currency

non-EEA – Currency

non-EEA – Currency

non-EEA – Currency non-EEA – Currency

EEA – Currency EEA – Currency

can conclude that there are enormous compliancy costs for banks that require them to have
systems ready that take into account all the factors of a single payment transaction, namely:
location of the customer, payment method supplier as well as the processors which are
involved. And this is only the peak of the iceberg, because this specific information
requirement is only a fraction of all the (information) requirements that PSD2 entails.

One strategy for banks to deal with the aforementioned would be to gradually downsize their
own activities in cross-border payment handling by partnering up with digital banks such as
Revolut or Transferwise, which specialize in cross-border payments. An example of a Dutch
bank that is adopting this strategy is Bunq, as it partnered up with Transferwise to provide all
the international payments for its costumers. By orchestrating OLO product portfolio with
PSPs and digital banks, banks can save money themselves by avoiding high compliancy costs,
as well as by avoiding fines in case the bank is not able to adhere by the rules. Secondly,
banks avoid the risk of quoting prices which turn out to be higher than anticipated. Most
importantly, they will most likely create added value for their customers, who will be able to
make international payments against low costs. These PSPs and digital banks typically offer
low cost international bank transfers for customers to bank accounts around the world and in
multiple currencies against the real exchange rate. Providing transparent and low cost
international payments is something that definitely makes a difference to costumers.
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Open Banking archetype: Distributor

German  
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US 
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Employee 
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Dutch 
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Dutch 
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European 
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€

$

€

$
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€

€

$

$

€
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Traditional foreign currency payment

Third party payment
provider FX account

FX fees

Case study 3: Foreign Exchange (FX) client experiences can be made seamless

Beyond PSD2, if you look at the bigger picture of Open Banking propositions, there are banks
in Europe that are considering innovative APIs, such as foreign exchange (FX) APIs. These FX
APIs effectively open the door to third parties to initiate currency conversions on behalf of
the customer. This is an example of a product portfolio where banks can adopt the distributor
archetype, by strategically handing over the FX client interface to third parties such as ERPs
and TMSs

In continental Europe, BBVA has hinted at an FX API launch in 2019. In their proposition,
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems can plug into its core banking platform in order to
make frequent currency conversion payments, plan transactions, and apply automation for
costumers. With the automatic hedging functionality the customer can get a good deal by,
for instance, defined rules on pricing. In The Netherlands there also seem to be banks that
are seriously looking at FX APIs. ABN AMRO has released it has a closed beta for such an API.
The API is specifically targeted to corporate customers that execute a large number of
transactions in small amounts, such as PSPs, tour operators and travel agencies.

Aforementioned functionalities point to banks being on the brink of providing third parties
and corporates access to its FX and currency conversion services via a digital platform. It is
apparent that one strategic choice for this service seems to be that the bank can charge third
parties for the access to FX APIs. However there are more strategic concerns to automate FX
processes via third parties. More specifically, let’s look into the ERPs and treasury
management systems of corporates for this case. In the digital FX domain, there are an
increasing number of Fintechs that compete with banks by offering customers currency
accounts with efficient and cost-effective solutions. Additionally, they seem to differentiate
themselves from banks by simplifying the process of opening accounts, providing lower
conversion rates and/or fees, and improved interfacing with ERPs or treasury systems. An
example of such a firm is Kantox, which provides currency accounts available in 29 currencies
which can be used for collection, FX conversion and payments. They also claim costumers can
save between 1-3% on conversion rates and can avoid high FX spreads.

These new players are seriously disrupting the FX business model of banks by luring
customers to switch to their foreign currency accounts, effectively becoming an ‘FX ASPSP’. In
order to retain customers and compete with these players, banks should open up FX APIs to
corporate costumers by offering self-serve, automatic client experiences via ERPs and

treasury systems. To ensure the success of digital FX solutions for banks three elements seem
to be crucial to costumers (BBVA’s three themes of the FX team’s digital strategy: Simplicity,
Transparency and Ease.) In the first place, costumers want a timely implementation of their
FX risk strategy. costumers face significant losses if a currency conversion is executed with a
faulty timing. Automatic hedging strategies can reduce or even eliminate these
losses. Secondly, the customer demands transparency in the processes. A digital FX allows
the client to know the FX rate before an FX move is done. Thirdly, the customer wants to
have FX solutions available 24/7.

If you take a snapshot of the Dutch banking API propositions you can observe that FX API
propositions are only mentioned by ABN AMRO currently. If you look at the AIS propositions
and their scope we note that ING and ABN AMRO both can provide a multi-currency balances
overview. It will be interesting to see what the future will bring when it comes to FX client
experiences in the Netherlands
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Another strategy to consider: Defence mode on

Where the Open Banking strategy focuses on external product development, the defence
mode strategy focuses on internal development. This decreases the dependency on external
parties, such as TPPs.

Banks can conduct retention activities as an answer to the new entrants in the financial
market. Instead of cooperating with Fintechs and TPPs, banks can use (short term) strategies
to retain its customers. Examples are activities such as adjusted pricing, as well as increased
pressure on sales and marketing. These activities are thought to act as a cushion to the
regulatory impact of PSD2. But most field experts will argue that this strategy will not defend
a bank’s position against new entrants in the long run.

However, there is a way to retain customers without the need to work with competitors. This
is when banks have sole ownership over a superior product. A way to achieve this is by using
an internal-growth strategy. In this case, banks try to develop a superior product internally by
focusing on asset development. This may create a new competitive advantage. By doing so, a
bank can compete with new entrants as it develops its own innovations and as it creates
enhanced customer value. By using this strategy, a bank does not let its entire future depend
on the cooperation with Fintechs and TPPs Importantly though, one should bear in mind that
it is a high-risk strategy to solely focus on internal development, therefore a combination
between internal and external development seems to be the way to go.

In an interview, Rabobank confirms to develop its own PSD2 related products in-house. But
Rabobank also develops products in cooperation with TPPs in parallel, which is an example of
a multi-asset strategy. A multi-asset strategy refers to an investment strategy that involves
investing in various assets, to eventually create at least one valuable asset to the firm.

The pay-off of a defence mode strategy depends on the internal capabilities of a bank in
combination with its risk appetite. Because only under Goldilocks circumstances where the
customer base is sufficiently large, capable developers are in-house and a truly customer-
valued asset has been created, will this strategy stand on its own. In any other case banks
should focus on a combination between internal and external product development.
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TODAYS AND 
TOMORROWS SIGHTS 
ON GLOBAL DIGITAL 
BANKING



The role of PSD2 is to create a more level playing field for international business. It enables
international beneficiaries to simplify international cash management activities and reduce
costs, by enabling TPPs to create highly customisable cash management solutions.

This boosts the development of an ever more global digital banking sector. As Open Banking
takes away barriers, globalisation may enter yet another wave. Only the future will tell
whether PSD2 was the tipping point. One thing is certain: the future PSD2 landscape brings
opportunities for banks and corporate clients to take advantage of.

Trends: toward a global, digital banking sector

Open Banking is a strategy that many banks will undertake over the coming years. PSD2
provides a stimulus that will drive several more cautious banks to engage in Open Banking
activities as well, which matures the digital banking sector overall.

The trend where banks hand over product portfolios to TPPs for strategic reasons will
continue, and particularly in the area of international cash management. In the short term,
banks will likely outsource international cash management activities to Treasury Management
systems (TMSs) and ERPs. More specifically, sub-activities such as international payments and
FX will be outsourced as follows. International payments will increasingly be done in
partnership with TPPs that specialize in cross border payments. And the frontend of FX will be
outsourced to ERPs, TMSs and TPPs, which can offer a better client experience.

However, it remains an open question whether ERPs and TMSs which already have a place in
the market, can eventually compete with multibank platforms. Multibank platforms do not
have legacy systems, are often backed by banks and are scalable beyond the original business
models of ERPs and TMSs. It is likely that several front running multibank platforms will take
the dominant position in international cash management in the medium and long term.

PSD2 is expected to heighten competition among banks, open markets to third parties and
foster innovation across the financial sector. But it also increases the ability for companies to
compete on a global level.

Treasuries of corporations that operate and trade across the globe are confronted with
escalating costs of bank services and trade financing. As mentioned before, FX and
international payments are examples of such costly products. These costs can dramatically
reduce the feasibility of a foreign branch.

TPPs such as multibank platforms can make it easier and faster for the corporate treasurers
to integrate newly acquired subsidiaries all over the globe. They help to achieve visibility over
global cash flows and reducing the risk of internal and external fraud. With this, TPPs can
provide the services we expect from a bank, with an additional benefit of efficiency and cost
effectiveness.
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